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In Percheron, an old Zar dies and Boaz, the 15-year-old son of Herezah, his Absolute
Favourite, takes power. Ambitious and scheming, Herezah arranges for her son’s rivals to
be disposed of - with the help of the loathsome Grand Master Salmeo - and she oversees
the assembly of a new harem. One of its number is Ana, who enters a world where she
wants for nothing... except her freedom.
Ana’s only friends are Lazar, the secretive and eligible Spur of Percheron, and a seemingly
insane dwarf called Pez. Her attempt at escape after witnessing a disturbing eunuch ritual
and undergoing her own brutal Test of Virtue sets in motion forces beyond anyone’s control...
Even more mysterious is the rising of Iridor, heralding a new cycle in the war of faith led by
the evil Maliz that will enmesh them all in a deadly battle between gods.

NEWS ...

A few awards have been annouced over the past months... The British Fantasy Award for
Best Novel has been won by The Dark Tower VIII: The Dark Tower by Stephen King.
Scott Westerfeld has won the Victoria Premier's Award for Young Adult Fiction for his
novel, So Yesterday. A good year for Westerfeld - he also won the Aurealis Award for his
young adult novel, The Midnighters, earlier this year.
Science fiction author Charles Harness has died at the age of 89. Notable works include
The Flight into Yesterday and Paradox Men.
Time for a round-the-dinner-table debate.... Time Magazine has released its list of 100 best
English-language novels since the magazine's inception in 1923 - and it includes a number
of genre novels - A Clockwork Orange (Burgess), The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe (Lewis), The Lord of the Rings trilogy (Tolkien), Neuromancer (Gibson), 1984
(Orwell), Slaughterhouse Five (Vonnegut), Snowcrash (Stephenson), Ubik (Dick) and
Watchmen (Moore and Gibbons), amongst others. Are these the best the genre has to
offer? I'm not so sure...
See the full list at http://www.time.com/time/2005/100books/the_complete_list
Watchmen, the only graphic novel on the list, also made their Top 10 best graphic novels
list, which also included the delightfully fresh and imaginative Bone (Smith) and another of
my favourites, Batman: The Dark Knight Returns (Miller), but oddly enough didn't include
Pulitzer Prize-winner, Maus (Spiegelman) or a few others that I'd consider must-haves...
The BBC has commissioned a new series from Russell T Davies featuring Captain Jack
(Dr Who). Torchwood, a Dr Who spin-off, is described by Davies as "a British sci-fi
paranoid thriller, a cop show with a sense of humour. It's dark, wild and sexy. It's The XFiles meets This Life." The series will get its launch in the next season of Dr Who, but after
that, there'll be no crossovers... Personally, I can't wait! - Jo
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BRIAN ALDISS
CULTURAL BREAKS:
A COLLECTION OF SHORT
FICTIONS
This special collection of short stories
coincides with the author’s 80th birthday
and includes such notable works as Aboard
the Beatitude, A Man with His Mule and
Head. Known for pushing the envelope
and refusing to be confined to a particular
style of writing, or to specific subjects, his
works encompass space exploration, time
travel, historical fantasy and even parodies
of Kafka. Hb $54.00 236pp
PIERS ANTHONY
CURRANT EVENTS
Xanth #28. When Clio, the Muse of
History, sits down to pen the 28th volume
in the Chronicles of Xanth, she’s stunned
to discover it’s already there! And what’s
worse – it’s totally unreadable. Vexed and
bewildered, Clio leaves the quiet comfort
of her study on the slopes of Mount
Parnassus to ask her old friend, the Good
Magician Humfrey, to search a solution to
her problem in his Book of Answers. But
Humfrey wants her to perform a magical
Service first - rescue Xanth’s dragons
from the verge of extinction before the
delicate balance of its wildlife it is
permanently thrown out of whack. Pb
$16.95 362pp
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MIKE ASHLEY (ED)
THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF
COMIC FANTASY
#4. This new collection of off-the-wall
fantasies features stories from the minds
of some of the funniest writers in the
field, including Esther Friesner, Neil
Gaiman, Tom Holt, Paul di Filippo,
Adam Roberts and Molly Brown. Here
are 35 stories guaranteed to reassure us
that the next-door world will be just as
mad as this one... Tp $24.95 544pp
R SCOTT BAKKER
THE WARRIOR PROPHET
Prince of Nothing #2. The Holy War
continues
its
inexorable
march
southward, but the suspicion begins to
dawn that the real threat comes not from
the infidel, but from within... Steering
souls through the subtleties of word and
expression, Kellhus strives to extend his
dominion over the Men of the Tusk. The
sorcerer Achamian and his lover,
Esmenet, submit entirely, only to have
their faith and love tested in
unimaginable ways. Meanwhile, the
warrior Cnaiur falls ever deeper into
madness. The Holy War stands on a knife
edge. If all is not to be lost, the great
powers of the world will have to choose
between their most desperate desires and
the end of the world. Tp $32.95 615pp
JAMES BARCLAY
DEMONSTORM
Legends of the Raven #3. The dragons
have gone home, the elves are safe. The
Raven have kept their promises, but fate
has not finished with them. As the war
between the colleges rages on, an old
enemy senses that his chance to revenge a
bitter defeat has come. Tessaya, Lord of
the Paleon Tribes has waited patiently for
his moment and now, with Balaia in
flames, he makes his move and unleashes
the Wesmen hordes. The veil between
dimensions is torn... And beyond, a
predatory evil stirs. Can even the Raven
prevail when the world is coming to an
end? Pb $19.95 533pp
LUC BESSON
ARTHUR AND THE MINIMOYS
Minimoys #1. Arthur has read all
about the tribe in his grandfather’s
notebooks, but he can hardly believe they
are less than an inch tall. Then one day, he
discovers a secret message and a map to
the land of the Minimoys, hidden by his
vanished grandfather, which sets him off
on a wild adventure. Arthur has three
days to discover the Minimoys, recover
stolen treasure, fight a force of mosquitoriding warriors, defeat an evil wizard and
return to save the family home. All the
more difficult if you have been shrunk to
the size of a Minimoy... Pb $14.95 236pp
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TERRY BISSON
GREETINGS & OTHER STORIES
Fearless, irreverent and surprisingly
optimistic short stories fill this collection
from a science fiction veteran known for
taking readers on a wild ride. The surreal
adventures include an escape from an
assisted-death facility, the story of a
fantastical ride in an old-fashioned
aeroplane and a mystical journey to the
end of time and back. Hb $54.00 384pp
BEN BOVA
MERCURY
Grand Tour of the Solar System #4.
Mercury is an airless, heat-scorched
world, but it is also a planet with
unlimited solar power - worth a fortune
to the space tycoon Saito Yamagata if he
can find a way to harness it. He has hired
Dante Alexios to establish a research
station on the surface of the planet and
find a way to turn that solar energy into
portable power satellites. But Yamagata is
secretly preparing the way to a very
different dream - he wants to travel to the
stars themselves. And Alexios has his
own obsession, a plot to lure an old
enemy to this hellhole of a world and take
his revenge for one of the worst disasters
in human history. Pb $21.00 371pp
LEIGH BRACKETT
SEA KINGS OF MARS AND
OTHERWORLDLY STORIES
Fantasy Masterworks #46. A collection of
the best stories by one of fantasy and
science fiction’s most evocative writers.
Pb $24.95 653pp
RAY BRADBURY
A SOUND OF THUNDER
AND OTHER STORIES
This collection showcases 32 of the
author’s most famous tales. The title
story, A Sound of Thunder, tells of a hunter
sent on safari – 60 million years in the
past, but all it takes is one wrong step in
the prehistoric jungle to stamp out the life
of a delicate and harmless butterfly - and
possibly something else much closer to
home... Tp $29.95 338pp
MARION ZIMMER BRADLEY
& DIANA L PAXSON
ANCESTORS OF AVALON
The priests and priestesses of
Atlantis have known for many years that
the Sea Kingdoms were doomed, but now
the final destruction has arrived they find
themselves less prepared than they had
thought. Micail and Tiriki, prince and
princess of the last island to fall, are
separated during the final escape. Micail
and his cousin, Prince Tjalan, successfully
arrive at their planned destination, a
trading post in the Hesperides (the British
Isles) where Tjalan loses no time in taking
charge. He dreams of continuing the
traditions of Atlantis and founding a
glorious new empire - whether the local
tribes like it or not. Pb $19.95 399pp
www.galaxybooks.com.au
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PETER HAMILTON
TP $32.95 949pp

Stephen King
Pb $22.95 1104pp

JUDAS UNCHAINED

IT

One of the standout novels of 2004 was
Peter F Hamilton's Pandora's Star (Pb
$18.95), an over-the-top space-opera
which was filled to the brim with welldeveloped ideas and edge of your seat
action. Now comes Judas Unchained,
the triumphant conclusion to one of the
best sci-fi series going around.
Reading like the second part of a larger
book rather than a sequel, we jump
straight back into the world of the
Commonwealth. After a fiercely onesided battle against the alien Primes,
whose sole intention is to wipe out all potential threats within
the universe, the Commonwealth has retreated back to its home
bases licking its wounds. Besides the tough task of regrouping
its troops and resources, the Commonwealth must accept the
sobering reality that 23 of its colony planets (dubbed the Lost 23)
within Third Phase Space has been lost to the Primes. With
millions of the Lost 23 citizens displaced, the Commonwealth
must quickly find a home for these people without overburdening the other colonies. In preparation for another attack
on the Primes, a series of superweapons are developed. Whilst
the end may be in sight, can the Commonwealth, and all
humanity, live with the guilt of total genocide?
Meanwhile, Chief Investigator Paula Myo is closer to
uncovering the traitor of the Commonwealth. Backed by the
support of the powerful Burnelli family, Myo soon discovers
that the Commonwealth's traitor is closer and more powerful
than anyone could have imagined. All the evidence uncovered
points to the existence of the Starflyer, a mysterious alien entity
who previously was only acknowledged by the radical group,
the Guardians. For the Guardians, their preparations for the
"Planet's Revenge", an ambitious plan at stopping the Starflyer,
nears completion. All they need now is for the Starflyer to rear
its head. Soon, not only will all of the Commonwealth believe in
the Starflyer, but they will also believe that the discovery and
eventual war with the Primes was no mere accident…
Hamilton has always excelled at creating worlds and the world
of the Commonwealth is no different. It is hard not to imagine
future societies being like the Commonwealth, one that is based
around practical wormhole travel which links cities rather than
points in space. Whilst the technology used by Hamilton (e.g., an
internet-like network called the unisphere which is accessed
within our minds) is still fiction rather than fact, it is his
examination of this technology's influence on society which
avoids making it "magical" and becoming convenient narrative
devices which some other authors are guilty of. Balanced with
his intelligent ideas are the enjoyable action sequences.
Throughout the book, there are numerous encounters with
heavily nano-enhanced assassins and stunning space battles
with the Primes, which lead into the exhilarating climax of a
chase across the planet Far Away.
Like his breakout Night's Dawn trilogy, Judas Unchained and
Pandora's Star are unique blend of entertaining space opera and
fascinating worlds and ideas. Hamilton is one of the best writers
of science fiction at the moment and Judas Unchained is
evidence of that fine talent. - John
GALAXY BOOKSHOP
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As one his earlier works, IT is vintage
King. It is written across the span of 50
years, with a history that bleeds into the
origins of the town in which it is set and
perhaps even the origins of the time…
His characters begin as tormented
youngsters living in Maine in the late
50's, a time when horror movies such as
The Blob and The Creature from the Black
Lagoon terrified young movie-goers. A
handful of these budding fans of horror
are suddenly made aware of a real
terrible presence when an unknown evil
kills one of them, and this is where the story begins. Motivated
by an urge to avenge all the lost children, what they seek to
destroy is the monster from all of these films that is filled with
an appetite for the children. They realise that they have always
been aware of IT's presence, but each one thought they were
alone. Throughout the novel, they fight a physical battle against
the horrors of the shape-shifting evil, but also struggle through
the different stigmas attached to them. They call themselves 'The
Losers', Big Bill who stutters, Stanley the Jew, Richie the foureyes, and of course, Mike the Black Boy. The story of their
friendship is further enhanced by the effort to help each other
defeat the faceless demon that the rest of the town seems blind
to. This provides a frightening undercurrent throughout the
novel as the town is so neatly divided into those who can see the
evil and those who can't.
There is more to this story than the simple struggle against the
powerful supernatural force known only as 'IT', as each of the
Losers is a complex and interesting young adult. Some readers
will relate to the sickening pain that Ben feels when he is being
bullied, while others will feel for Beverly, whose father deals out
swift justice with his fists. The events of their childhood provide
fuel for torments which continue in adulthood. Fans of King will
recognise these familiar themes used in other novels, but newcomers to King will marvel at his ability to make you care deeply
for the characters and be swept up by the story. The elements of
fear creep into the story often, and with great effect. IT can
become anything, and in many cases, possess anyone, resulting
in a constant threat to all.
The Losers eventually separate when adolescence leads them
down different roads, and a strange type of amnesia sets in after
leaving the town. But years later, the Losers are brought together
to fight IT again. They are adults now, and this time armed with
a strength they did not know they possessed, they face their
childhood nightmare again. But can they escape with their lives
a second time, or will evil triumph? -Sofia

WIN ...

A signed Quentaris poster and
an interactive CD-Rom with maps of Quentaris,
bibliography, writing tips, FAQs and excerpts
from upcoming stories...
See back page for entry details...
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CAITLIN BRENNAN
SONG OF UNMAKING
Striving to save the Aurelian
Empire, Valeria reached for too much
power too quickly and a darkness has
rooted inside her. Unable to confess the
truth, Valeria turns to Kerrec, her former
mentor, one of the elite Riders from the
Mountain, home of the gods. But Kerrec,
too, is deeply wounded and his darkness
may be even deeper than hers - and he is
refusing to face it. As Kerrec is sent from
the Mountain on a desperate quest for
healing, Valeria is forbidden to follow.
Nevertheless, compelled by a power she
cannot understand, she shadows Kerrec
on a perilous mission. The patterns of
deception and secrets have been woven,
threats of war and unrest spread
throughout the land, the barbarian hordes
return and Valeria and Kerrec must
gather their strength and their wounded
magic to protect all that they believe in...
Pb $29.95 488pp
TERRY BROOKS
STRAKEN
High Druid of Shannara #3.
Imprisoned in the Druid’s Keep, young
Pen Ohmsford is separated from all who
care for him and at the mercy of the
usurper Shadea a’Ru, who will do
anything to destroy the rightful High
Druid. Although Pen was successful in
his mission to obtain the magical staff
called the Tanequil, Shadea has taken it
from him. Without the Tanequil, Pen
cannot open the gateway to the
Forbidden and rescue his aunt, the
rightful High Druid. Pen has allies, but
they are under siege as well. Can the
scattered band of friends join forces in
time to defeat Shadea’s evil plot? Hb
$49.95 368pp
ARTHUR C CLARKE & STEPHEN BAXTER
SUNSTORM
A Time Odyssey
#2. The observatory
on the moon has the
proof. Life on earth
will be incinerated
in April 2037 by a
massive solar flare.
With
only
18
months
until
d o o m s d a y ,
mankind must unite
and embark on the
most ambitious engineering project ever the construction, at the La Grange point
between the sun and the earth, of a
deflecting mirror the diameter of our
home planet. The price of failure?
Extinction. One scientist, an expert on the
sun, predicted the flare. One person who
knows
nothing
about
the
sun
nevertheless knows the exact date that life
on earth comes to an end. She has
witnessed the bizarre time dislocations
brought by the ‘eyes’. Tp $29.95 251pp
GALAXY BOOKSHOP

MICHAEL CRICHTON
STATE OF FEAR
In Paris, a physicist dies after
performing a laboratory experiment for a
beautiful visitor. In the jungles of
Malaysia, a mysterious buyer purchases
deadly cavitation technology, built to his
specifications. In Vancouver, a small
research submarine is leased for use in the
waters off New Guinea. And in Tokyo, an
intelligence agent tries to understand
what it all means. Pb $19.95 717pp
WILLIAM C DIETZ
RUNNER
In a crumbling futuristic society, Jak
Rebo is a Runner - an interstellar courier whose present job is to deliver a future
religious leader to his people, while
avoiding assassins. If that’s not enough,
he gets involved with a very beautiful
woman, who holds the secret to
instantaneous travel between star
systems - a secret that some would kill
for. With death waiting at every port, Jak
soon realises that this time he is running
for his life. Hb $54.00 424pp
STEPHEN DONALDSON
THE RUNES OF EARTH
The Last Chronicles of Thomas
Covenant #1. Linden Avery thought she
would never see the Land, or Covenant,
her beloved, again. But Lord Foul has
stolen her adopted son and is unmaking
the very laws of nature. And though she
believes Covenant dead, he keeps
sending Linden messages: ‘Find me’,
‘You’re the only one who can do this’ and
‘Remember that I’m dead’. The Land is in
turmoil and Lord Foul has plans for them
all... Pb $19.95 755pp
GARDNER DOZOIS,
GEORGE R R MARTIN
& DANIEL ABRAHAM
SHADOW TWIN
Signed & Limited edition. This 120
page novella was begun by Gardner in
the 1970s, who handed it off to George in
the 1980s, who, in turn, called upon new
writer Daniel Abraham to add the
finishing touches. Limited to 526 copies,
with an afterword by all three authors
and illustrated with a full-colour dust
jacket and black and white full-page
illustrations. Hb $79.95 114pp
EMILY DRAKE
THE GATE OF BONES
The Magickers #4. The Magickers
have gained permanent access to the
realm of Haven, but the forces of the Dark
Hand are about to release a maelstrom of
evil energy that could destroy not only
the Magickers, but all of Haven. Pb $16.95
407pp
DIANE DUANE
WIZARDS AT WAR
So You Want to be a Wizard #8. Nita
and Kit join the front-lines in an epic
magical battle. Hb $37.00 551pp
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DAVE DUNCAN
THE JAGUAR KNIGHTS
A Chronicle of the King’s Blades. When
an impregnable fortress is breached and a
former royal mistress is abducted, Sir
Wolf must leap into the fray. Burdened
with the company of his disgraced
brother, Sir Lynx - the only Blade ever to
lose his ward and live - and shadowed by
a mysterious Inquisitor with a secret
agenda, Wolf must make his way across a
landscape of nightmares vivid and
terrible enough to chill any fearless heart.
For somewhere in this dark, unfamiliar
world, the fate of all Chivial hangs in the
balance - and it is the destiny of one
reluctant Blade to tip the scales to
salvation... or doom. Pb $18.95 428pp
HAL DUNCAN
VELLUM
The Book of all Hours #1. It’s 2017
and End Days are coming, beings that
were once human, gather to fight in one
last great war for control of the Vellum,
the vast realm of eternity on which our
world is just a scratch. Tp $32.95 501pp
DAVID & LEIGH EDDINGS
CRYSTAL GORGE
The Dreamers #3. The enemy is closer
to knowing the secrets of the Treasured
One and the Dreamers are in grave
danger of delivering a nightmare to the
world of the Elder Gods. Tp $29.95 517pp
DAVID EDDINGS
The Malloreon Vol.1 Omnibus
containing Guardians of the
West, King of the Murgos & Demon
Lord of Karanda. Garion has slain the evil
God Torak and is now the King of Riva.
The prophecy has been fulfilled – or so it
seems, for there is a dire warning, as a
great evil brews in the East. Garion once
again finds himself with the fate of the
world resting on his shoulders. Tp $35.00
805pp
KATE ELLIOTT
IN THE RUINS
Crown of Stars #6. The world of Liath
and Alain is breaking apart as King
Henry’s kingdom is savaged by earthly
and supernatural forces, which they alone
have the power to understand. The Eika
warriors thirst for the King’s land and
power, their enmity sealed by generations
of blood. Bitter in-fighting within King
Henry’s court and the ceaseless attrition
of raiders also weaken his reign. Those
who remain true must stay strong as the
shadow of the Cursed Ones falls and the
spell holding the exiled from the planet
fails. Liath must force her wild sorcery to
maturity and Sanglant, her husband and
King Henry’s heir, must struggle to hold
the realm together. The twin destinies of
Liath and Alain may yet avert the
destruction written in the stars. Tp $32.95
528pp

www.galaxybooks.com.au

KATHRYN ENGLAND
SAVING ARTHUR
Written around the legend of King
Arthur and the Knights of the Round
Table, this book follows Casey’s time
travel quest to save the 6-year-old Arthur
from drowning in a river, thus keeping
the legend alive. Pb $14.95 143pp
RAYMOND E FEIST
EXILE’S RETURN
Conclave
of
Shadows #3. Once the
absolute ruler of his
nation Kaspar, the
former Duke of
Olasko has been cast
into
exile.
Abandoned in the
wilds of a continent
on the other side of
the world and left
with nothing but his
wits and determination, he must fight
merely to survive. Armed with guile,
cunning and an iron will, he starts his
odyssey with a single goal - to return to his
home and revenge himself upon the man
who cast him down, Talwin Hawkins. But
more is at stake than he realised and
Kaspar is but a single player in a far
greater game than he imagined - for pitted
against the Conclave of Shadows are the
agents of the Dark Empire, a looming
menace that threatens all of Midkemia. Pb
$19.95 356pp
FLIGHT OF THE NIGHT HAWKS
Darkwar Saga #1. The Conclave of
Shadows has two problems - the final
destruction of Leso Varen and the
neutralisation of the thousands of Talnoy
discovered by Nakor in Novindus. Acting
as the go-between for the Conclave and
the Great Ones on the world of Kelewan,
whilst they study the alien Talnoy,
Magnus realises that creature is acting as
a rift ‘magnet’ - attracting the same
dangers as it did on Midkemia and could
easily provide a doorway for the terrible
Dasati to invade and decimate Kelewan.
Hb $45.00 420pp
JUDE FISHER
ROSE OF THE WORLD
Fool’s Gold #3. The Goddess of Elda,
the Rose of the World, is now free and
married to King Ravn of the Northern
Isles, but the ships of the Southern
Empire, under the fanatical leadership of
Lord Tycho Issian, are bringing holy war
to the North and she may soon become a
prize of combat. Meanwhile, Katla
Aransen has been abducted by Istrian
raiders and finds herself in the harem of
Rui Finco, Lord of Forent. North will fight
South and all those caught in the vice of
their passage will be crushed - unless
guardianship of Elda is taken from the
bloody hands of the warmongers and
returned to those who truly care for it. Tp
$29.95 676pp
GALAXY BOOKSHOP

ALAN DEAN FOSTER
SLIDING SCALES
Pip & Flinx. Never have the cares of
the universe lain so heavily on Flinx’s
shoulders, nor the forces arrayed against
him seemed so invincible. There’s only
one solution for what ails Flinx, according
to his ship’s AI - but taking time off is
tricky business. With an increasing
number of enemies chasing him, Flinx
must find a getaway shrouded in
obscurity. Jast, a planet smack in the
middle of nowhere, is the perfect locale.
Yet, even in a place where hardly
anyone’s ever seen a human, Flinx and
trouble can’t stay separated for long.
Unfortunately, Flinx hasn’t a clue that his
vacation paradise is a danger zone of the
highest magnitude and by the time he
learns the truth, it may be too late. Pb
$16.95 257pp
LEO FRANKOWSKI
& DAVE GROSSMAN
KREN OF THE MITCHEGAI
First, the involuntary colonists of
New Kashubia rescued their planet from
crushing debt by becoming virtual-reality
mercenaries, then they successfully
revolted
against
the
oppressive
government of Earth, but now they are
menaced by the Mitchegai, a species
whose biology has made them inherently
evil. They are an ancient civilisation,
millions of years old, with thousands of
densely populated star systems in their
realm. Lacking an immune system, they
must completely sterilise any planet
before they colonise it. The region of the
galaxy
they
occupy
is
rapidly
expanding... and human space is their
next frontier! Pb $18.95 481pp
CORNELIA FUNKE
INKSPELL
The Inkheart
Trilogy #2. For
Dustfinger,
the
fire-eater created
from words, the
need to return to
the original tale
has
become
desperate. When
he finds a crooked
storyteller with the
magical ability to read him back into the
story, Dustfinger leaves behind his young
apprentice, Farid, and plunges back into
the Inkworld of his past. Distraught,
Farid goes in search of Meggie and soon
they find their way inside the book too.
There they meet Fenoglio, the author of
the original Inkheart, now living within
his own story, which is threatening to
evolve in sinister ways he could never
have imagined. Can Meggie, Farid and
Fenoglio ‘write’ the wrongs of a charmed
world about to be fought over by rival
princes and rebels? Hb $29.95 682pp
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DIANA GABALDON
A BREATH OF SNOW
AND ASHES
An Old World novel. 1772 - the eve of the
American revolution. Jamie Fraser, a
passionate leader of men, receives an
envoy from the Governor Josiah Martin,
asking for help. The Governor needs
someone to unite the backcountry, pacify
the seething resentments of the settlers
and keep the mountains safe for King and
Crown. But Jamie knows what is to come.
His wife, Claire, has travelled back in
time from the 20th century and she
knows that it’s only a matter of a few
years before the start of the War of
Independence, ending with the exile or
death of the men loyal to the King of
England. Beyond everything else, though,
looms the threat of a tiny clipping from
The Wilmington Gazette, dated 1776, which
reports the destruction of the house on
Fraser’s Ridge and the death of James
Fraser and all his family. Tp $35.00 979pp
DEBI GLIORI
DEEP TROUBLE
Strega Borgias #4. When the StregaBorgias return from holiday to find that
their faithful family retainer, Latch, has
collapsed from unknown causes, it is only
the start of their problems. Signora
Strega-Borgia is feeling very peaky in the
mornings, Titus is trying to save the
world and Pandora has an embarrassing
crush on the new butler. Only Ffup the
dragon is truly happy, due to her
forthcoming marriage to the Loch Ness
Monster. Pb $16.95 303pp
DEBI GLIORI
DEEP WATER
Strega Borgias #5. Without Flora to
tend to them the kids are growing up fast.
Titus is in the throes of a deeply
embarrassing and magically accelerated
puberty, while all around the usual chaos
reigns. Baby Damp is learning to fly
under the tutelage of a bat called Vesper,
Ffup, the dragon is struggling with the
Atkins diet and Tarantella, the tarantula,
is trying to teach her daughters the
rudiments of mascara. Pb $32.95 334pp
GEORGE GREEN
HAWK
Hound #2. Rome, AD 34. While the
Emperor Tiberius indulges himself in
Capri, his cruel and self-serving regent
Sejanus rules in his place. Once a
charioteer, but now a hunter providing
wild animals for Rome’s voracious
Games, Serpicus longs for a quiet life, but
Sejanus’ uncle has made him an offer he
cannot refuse. He must journey north,
over the Alps, deep into Germany where
the tribes are in revolt against their
Imperial oppressors and there take
possession of an exceptionally rare, but
dangerous, beast. Tp $32.95 397pp
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MARTIN H GREENBERG
& JANET PACK (EDS)
MAGIC TAILS
Here are 14 original tales from
fantastic authors that blend cats and
fantasy in popular fables, with a
magically feline twist. From a cat genie
who has a problem fulfilling human
wishes, to the quest which only Sleeping
Beauty’s cat can complete, to a feline
desperately seeking to best the devil,
these fables are sure to please lovers of
cats and fantasy. Pb $18.95 306pp
GARY GIBSON
ANGEL STATIONS
Aeons ago, a super-scientific culture
known
as
‘Angels’
had
left
incomprehensible relics all over the
galaxy. Among these phenomena were
the Stations, where human spacecraft
could jump instantly from one part of the
galaxy to another. One of these stations
orbits the planet Kaspar, where the only
other known sentient species outside
Earth has been meticulously allowed to
continue evolving in its own world of
primitive ignorance. But suddenly,
Kaspar’s mysterious ‘Citadel’ has become
the vital key to repelling the fastapproaching threat. At what cost, though,
to its native inhabitants... and to the
human residents of the orbiting Angel
station? Pb $19.95 551pp
ELIZABETH HAND
MORTAL LOVE
In the Victorian Age, a mysterious
and irresistible woman becomes entwined
in the lives of several artists, both as a
muse and as the object of all-consuming
obsession. Radborne Comstock, one of the
early 20th century’s most brilliant young
painters, is helpless under her dangerous
spell. In modern-day London, journalist
Daniel Rowlands meets a beguiling
woman who holds the secret to invaluable
- and lost - Pre-Raphaelite paintings, while
wealthy
dilettante-actor,
Valentine
Comstock, is consumed by enigmatic
visions. Tp $29.95 364pp
VICTORIA HANLEY
THE LIGHT OF THE ORACLE
Bryn is the daughter of a humble
stone-cutter. So, no one is more surprised
than she when the Master Priest seeks her
out to become a student at the famous
Temple of the Oracle - a training school
for future priests and priestesses. But her
innately gifted nature proves a threat to
the evil embedded within the Temple and
Bryn
encounters
unimaginable danger.
Is she able to struggle
with the unknown and
to save the whole world
from untold misery? Or
will the powers of
darkness succeed? Pb
$18.95 311pp
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MATTHEW HUGHES
BLACK BRILLION:
A NOVEL OF THE ARCHONATE
Baro Harkless has devoted his life to the
service of the Archonite Bureau of
Security, the force tasked with keeping the
peace among, and within, the city-states of
Earth. He comes to the city of Sherit
seeking the criminal, Luff Imbry - who has
devoted his young life to the enjoyment of
wealt - he is a mountebank and a
swindler. Yoked together by circumstance,
they form an uneasy truce and discover a
common goal - capturing the grandest
con-man of them all, Horselan Gebbling who made off with Imbry’s previous
fortune. Pb $16.95 272pp

MICK JACKSON
(ILLUSTRATED BY DAVID ROBERTS)
TEN SORRY TALES
What happens when the everyday meets
the surreal, when the adult world of
middle England meets the imagination of
children? In a series of dark and magical
tales, the author explores the possibilities.
From the only child who falls asleep for
15 years, to the hermit-like Pearce sisters,
who prey on the strangers on ‘their’
beach; and from the homemade row boat
that leads one old man from his cellar to a
magical cavern for the retired, to the little
boy who discovers the secrets for
bringing butterflies back to life... Hb
$29.95 173pp

ERIN HUNTER
RISING STORM
Warriors #4. Fireheart’s traitorous
enemy Tigerclaw has been vanquished
and exiled from Thunder Clan - but
Fireheart can’t shake the feeling that he’s
lurking in the forest, waiting for his
chance to strike. That’s not the only
problem facing the young warrior, as he
struggles to handle sinister omens, an
apprentice with a shocking secret and a
devastated Clan leader, who is a shell of
her former self. Pb $12.95 315pp

BEN JEAPES
THE NEW WORLD ORDER
England, May 1645. The civil war
that has torn England apart is nearing its
bloody conclusion - and in the English
countryside, a stranger seeks his old love
and finds there is a son whom he has
never seen... But this is not the history
you know, for the world has turned on to
a new and deadly path. The author has
wrenched the familiar flow of English
history out of its course and made it into
something else, something entirely other.
There is a third force, an entirely alien
force - the Holekhor - who have martial
powers of their own, religious leaders
who command mysterious and strange
forces and who bring with them
technology that should not have been
seen in England for another 300 years...
Pb $27.95 441pp

CONN IGGULDEN
THE FIELD OF SWORDS
Emperor #3. As Caesar takes the
legions north into mighty battles with the
Gallic tribes, his new friendships with
fellow leaders and his overwhelming
ambition, begin to separate him from
Brutus, the great swordsman and
warrior. Their long friendship reveals
ominous cracks under the strain.
Although the Gallic conquests lead to
Caesar’s triumphal entry into Britain, the
victories on the battlefield cause political
rivalries at home and ultimately the
famous choice is presented to Caesar and
Marcus Brutus. They must choose
whether to cross the Rubicon - together or
singly - and to take the fight to Rome
itself. Pb $19.95 654pp
ALEXANDER C IRVINE
THE NARROWS
In Detroit, Henry Ford’s factories
have been retooled for America’s grand
war effort. And there are more clandestine
operations under way – including a topsecret effort to produce golems – powerful
beings fashioned from the earth – to
destroy Nazis. Spared fighting in Europe
because of a bum hand, Jared wishes he
could join the cause, instead of mindlessly
sifting clay to be made into golems. But
there is something that preys on his
dreams - the devilish dwarf known as the
Nain Rouge. In his youth, Jared once
actually saw the Dwarf – a chilling
creature that shows itself to individuals
just before their demise. Now the Nain
Rouge appears to be coming back for Jared
himself. Tp $29.95 341pp
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J C JONES
INFLUX
After stumbling across what appears
to be a covert Lunar landing, Brett
Williams, a junior software engineer at
NASA’s JPL, unwittingly discovers that
humanity is not alone in the universe. The
discovery quickly turns into full-blown
military defence, as the force turns its
attention Earthwards. A hastily assembled
team of military and civilian experts is the
only thing that stands in its way. The eve
of destruction is dawning - humanity’s
first alien contact may just turn out to be its
last. Tp $35.00 317pp
JANUSZ KORCZAK
KING MATT THE FIRST
This fable follows the adventures of
Matt who becomes king when just a child
and decides to reform his country
according to his own priorities. Ignoring
his grown-up ministers, he decrees that
children should be given chocolate every
day and builds the best zoo in the world.
He fights in battles, braves the jungle and
crosses the desert, but perhaps the most
life-altering thing of all is that the lonely
boy king finds true friends. Pb $23.95
330pp
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MERCEDES LACKEY
PHOENIX AND ASHES
Elemental Masters #3. In this dark
rendition of the Cinderella fairy tale, an
intelligent young Englishwoman is made
into a virtual slave by her evil
stepmother. Her only hope of rescue
comes in the shape of a scarred World
War I pilot of noble blood, whose own
powers over the elements are about to be
needed more than ever. Pb $18.95 468pp
THE WIZARD OF LONDON
Elemental Masters #4. Set in Victorian
London - where magic is real and
Elemental Masters control the powers of
Fire, Water, Air and Earth – this tells the
story of Lord Alderscroft, Master of the
British Elemental Masters Council - the
most powerful Fire Master ever to lead
the Council. Hb $56.00 342pp
JANE LINDSKOLD
WOLF CAPTURED
Firekeepers #4. When Firekeeper and
her Royal Wolf companion, Blind Seer,
are kidnapped and dragged overseas,
they must manoeuvre for their lives in an
unfamiliar new society. Unlike other
humans, their captors are quite aware
that Royal animals like Blind Seer exist,
are intelligent and can speak to each
other. They’ve kidnapped Firekeeper and
Blind Seer because they want to learn to
speak to their own Royal animals.
Increasingly, though, it appears that those
Royal animals are being held in polite
and unobtrusive bondage. Firekeeper
wants to find out the truth - and, if
necessary, free them... Pb $18.95 722pp
MARGARET MAHY
KAITANGATA TWITCH
What happens to a girl who has
dangerous dreams? What if the land itself
punishes those who would harm it? This
is a supernatural eco-thriller for young
teenagers, about a girl caught up in a fight
over a beautiful wild island, where
different values, commercial interests and
versions of the past collide. Kaitangata is
an island with a rocky fist punching
skywards. Kaitangata seems to have a
will of its own, and a voice, although only
Meredith can hear it... Pb $15.95 182pp
L E MODESITT, JR
SCEPTERS
Corean Chronicles #3. Newly
promoted to higher rank and given
command of a combined force of the
Northern and Southern Guards, Alucius
must first quell a strange religiouslyinspired rebellion and then find a way to
destroy the powerful weapons of ancient
design again being used by the forces of
Madrien. And there is a third, covert
threat behind the other two. An alien evil
seeks to enslave the whole world of
Corus... Pb $18.95 752pp
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KATE MOSSE
LABYRINTH
When Dr Alice Tanner discovers two
skeletons during an archaeological dig in
southern France, she unearths a link with a
horrific and brutal past. But it’s not just the
sight of the shattered bones that makes her
uneasy. There’s an overwhelming sense of
evil in the tomb… Puzzled by the words
carved inside the chamber, Alice has an
uneasy feeling that she has disturbed
something which was meant to remain
hidden... Tp $29.95 531pp
HARUKI MURAKAMI
KAFKA ON THE SHORE
At 15, Kafka Tamura runs away from
home, either to escape a gruesome
oedipal prophecy or to search for his
long-missing mother and sister. And the
aging Nakata, who never recovered from
a wartime affliction, finds his highly
simplified life suddenly upset. Cats and
people carry on conversations, a ghostlike
pimp
employs
a
Hegel-quoting
prostitute, a forest harbours soldiers
apparently unaged since World War II
and rainstorms of fish fall from the sky.
There is a brutal murder, with the identity
of both victim and perpetrator a riddle.
Yet this, like everything else, is eventually
answered, just as the entwined destinies
of Kafka and Nakata are gradually
revealed, with one escaping his fate
entirely and the other given a fresh start
on his own. Pb $24.95 504pp
ROBERT NEWCOMB
THE SCROLLS OF THE
ANCIENTS
The Chronicles of Blood
and Stone #3. Tristan
and his twin sister,
Shailiha,
are
the
Chosen Ones, long
prophesied to unite the
opposing magics of the
dark Vagaries and the
benevolent
Vigors.
With the destruction of
the Gates of Dawn, it would appear that
the ravaged kingdom of Eutracia has
been given the chance to cleanse itself, to
heal - and the Chosen Ones the
opportunity to fulfil their destiny under
the tutelage of wizards Wigg and Faegan.
But there is another who unknowingly
possesses magic in his blood - a magic
that, in the wrong hands, could unleash
unspeakable evil... Pb $21.95 751pp
JENNY NIMMO
THE CASTLE OF MIRRORS
Charlie Bone #4. Charlie and his
friends are back in danger and the balance
of power between the Children of the Red
King has never been more dangerous.
Billy finally gets his longed-for parents,
but he soon wishes he hadn’t, when the
oaths he’s forced to sign come flying
through the air at him. Pb $16.95 350pp
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TAMORA PIERCE
THE WILL OF THE EMPRESS
Circle of Magic #5. In this sweeping
saga, the Empress Berenene, with a will of
steel, has insisted that Sandry visit her
empire. But what is the Empress’s true
reason for bringing her to Namorn and
will Sandry be able to escape her cunning
trap? Pb $19.95 595pp
TERRY PRATCHETT
GOING POSTAL
Discworld #29. Moist von Lipwig
was a con artist, a fraud and a man faced
with a life choice - be hanged, or put
Ankh-Morpork’s ailing postal service
back on its feet. It was a tough decision,
but he’s got to see that the mail gets
through, come rain, hail, sleet, dogs, the
Post Office Workers Friendly and
Benevolent Society, the evil chairman of
the Grand Trunk Semaphore Company
and a midnight killer. Pb $19.95 473pp
THUD!
Discworld #30. KoomValley? That
was where the trolls ambushed the
dwarfs, or the dwarfs ambushed the trolls.
It was far away. It was a long time ago. But
if he doesn’t solve the murder of just one
dwarf, Commander Sam Vimes of AnkhMorpork City Watch is going to see it
fought again, right outside his office. With
his beloved Watch crumbling around him
and war-drums sounding, he must
unravel every clue, outwit every assassin
and brave any darkness to find the
solution… and darkness is following him.
Oh... and at six o’clock every day, without
fail, with no excuses, he must go home to
read Where’s My Cow?, with all the right
farmyard noises, to his little boy. Hb
$49.95 362pp
WHERE’S MY COW?
A Discworld picture book. At six
o’clock every day, without fail, Sam Vimes
must go home to read Where’s My Cow?,
with all the right farmyard noises, to his
little boy. It is the most loved and chewed
book in the world. But his father wonders
why it is full of moo-cows and baa-lambs
when young Sam will only ever see them
cooked on a plate. He can think of a more
useful book for a boy who lives in a city. So
Sam Vimes starts adapting the story. A
story with streets, not fields. A book with
rogues and villains. A book about the
place where he’ll grow up. Hb $32.95 28pp
ROBERT RANKIN
THE BRIGHTONOMICON
Hidden in the streets of Brighton are
12 ancient constellations and on each one
hangs a tale so strange that only the Lad
Himself, that inveterate spinner of stories
and talker of the toot, Hugo Rune, can get
to the bottom of them. And he’d better do
it quickly, because if he doesn’t solve the
dozen mysteries before the year is out,
that’ll be the end of the world as we know
it… and everything. Tp $29.95 359pp
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ROBERT RANKIN
KNEES UP MOTHER EARTH
There’s big trouble in Brentford.
Developers are planning to destroy the
town’s beloved football grounds.
Something must be done. The lads of The
Flying Swan, Brentford’s celebrated
drinking house, take up the challenge.
Norman, keeper of the corner shop, has
some ideas. He’s recently discovered a
Victorian computer that holds the secrets
of the secret super-technology of a
bygone age. Surely the field is as good as
saved. But this is Brentford and the
ancient forces of evil are stirring... Pb
$19.95 439pp
MICKEY ZUCKER REICHERT
THE RETURN OF NIGHTFALL
Nightfall #2. He has been known by
countless names and terrifying deeds, but
chief among those names is that of
Nightfall, a man - or perhaps the
legendary demon himself - gifted with a
unique power which any sorcerer would
kill to possess. Now, Nightfall is bound
by magic and oath to guard and guide a
newly-crowned king, but when his liege
disappears, Nightfall must get help from
Duke Varsah - the man who wants
nothing more than to see Nightfall
destroyed. Pb $18.95 527pp
JOHN RINGO
GHOST
Kildar #1. Former SEAL Michael
Harmon, Team Name ‘Ghost’, retired for
service injuries, is not enjoying college
life. But things are about to change, if not
for the better. When he sees a
kidnapping, a series of logical, at the
time, decisions leave him shot to ribbons
and battling a battalion of Syrian
commandos with only the help of three
naked co-eds who answer to the names
Bambi, Thumper and Cotton Tail. Hb
$54.00 403pp
KIM STANLEY ROBINSON
FIFTY DEGREES BELOW
Capital Code #2. The big flood that
destroyed Frank Vanderwal’s apartment
in Washington was just the beginning. It
heralded a lot of bad-weather news. Now
the Gulf Stream has shut down and the
Antarctic ice sheet is melting. Frank is
part of an international effort by the
National
Science
Foundation
to
restabilise Earth’s climate, but he has
fallen in love with a woman who is not
who she seems. Her ulterior motive is
political and she expects Frank to spy for
her. Thus Frank is drawn into the world
of Homeland Security and other, blacker
Washington security agencies as the
presidential election year heats up. Then
suddenly it’s winter... like the ice age, 50
degrees below. As hellish conditions
disrupt the lives of even the most
important people, there is a convergence
of meteorological and human events with
Frank at the centre. Hb $54.95 520pp
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KARL SCHROEDER
LADY OF MAZES
Returns to the same distant future in
which Ventus was set to tell the story of
Teven Coronal, a ringworld with a huge
multiplicity of human civilisations.
Brilliant but troubled Livia Kodaly is
Teven’s only hope against invaders, both
human and superhuman, who would
destroy its fragile ecologies and human
diversity. Hb $54.00 286pp
MARCUS SEDGEWICK
THE FORESHADOWING
It is 1915. 17-year-old Sasha Fox is
the privileged only daughter of a
respected doctor living in the wealthy
seaside town of Brighton. Her brothers,
Edgar and Tom, have gone to war. Sasha
has a terrible gift. She can see the future.
Her premonitions show her untold
horrors on the battlefields of the Somme.
Like the prophetess Cassandra, who so
many centuries before foretold the
tragedies of Troy, Sasha is trapped by
power. No one will believe her. She feels
stifled by her over-protective mother and
restrictive father. Her family have lost
faith in her. She is determined to win
them back, whatever the price. And it is a
high one - seeing the future is a fate
almost too awful to contemplate - for who
wants to see the end of their own story...?
Hb $24.95 278pp
WILLIAM SLEATOR
THE GREEN FUTURES OF
TYCHO
When 11-year-old Tycho discovers that
the mysterious egg-shaped object he dug
up in his garden is a time travel device, he
can't resist using his newfound power.
Soon he is jumping back and forth in
time, mostly to play tricks on his bossy
older brothers and sister. But every time
he uses the device, he notices that things
are different when he gets back - and the
futures he visits are getting darker and
scarier. Then Tycho comes face-to-face
with the most terrible thing of all - his
grown-up self. Can Tycho prevent the
terrible future he sees from coming true?
Pb $14.95 121pp
DEAN WESLEY SMITH
ALL EVE’S HALLOWS:
A CITY KNIGHTS NOVEL
Dragons, giants and goblins are all
around us, magically hidden within
human society, as they, and a whole
bestiary of fantastic creatures, have been
for 1,000 years. But when conflicts with
humanity arise, someone has to keep the
peace between the supernatural beings
and the unsuspecting mortals who long
ago drove everything magical into hiding
- and then forgot about them. The City
Knights is the 1,000-year-old top-secret
organisation charged with protecting
humanity from these mystic entities and
vice versa. Tp $29.95 251pp
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JONATHAN STROUD
THE GOLEM’S EYE
The Bartimaeus Trilogy #2. The young
magician, Nathaniel, is fast rising
through the government ranks. His most
urgent task is to put an end to the
mysterious Resistance, but Kitty and her
friends continue to elude him. As the
pressure mounts, London is suddenly
threatened by a new series of terrifying
attacks. Is it the Resistance - or something
even more dangerous? Pb $17.95 579pp
PTOLEMY’S GATE
The Bartimaeus Trilogy #3. The
magicians’ rule in London is teetering on
a knife-edge, with strikes, riots and
general unrest. The Prime Minister is
largely controlled by two advisors, 17year-old Nathaniel and the theatrical
impresario, Quentin Makepeace. When
Makepeace engineers a dramatic coup
d’etat, the outcome is the shattering of the
magicians’ control and all magical laws
are turned upside down. Can Bartimaeus,
Nathaniel and Kitty settle old scores if
they are to survive and prevent the
earth’s destruction? Pb $29.95 514pp
JUDITH TARR
RITE OF CONQUEST
For 500 years,
the Saxons ruled
England, crushing the
ancient powers. But
across the Channel in
Normandy, William
is born -the bastard
son of a noble duke
and a magical woman
of Druid descent whom history will
name the Conqueror.
William becomes a warrior without peer,
but his temper and disregard for his
innate magical abilities prevent him from
achieving his true destiny as King of
England. Only the beautiful French
noblewoman Mathilda can offer him the
help - and love - he needs to succeed... or
his imperfectly controlled abilities may
destroy him. Pb $18.95 360pp
G P TAYLOR
WORMWOOD
London, 1756. Panic fills the streets,
when the earth suddenly lurches forward
and starts spinning out of control. Within
moments, 11 days and nights flash
through the sky, finally leaving the city in
total darkness. Is the end of the world at
hand? Agetta Lamian fears so. She’s the
young housemaid of Dr Sabian Blake, a
scientist who has recently acquired the
Nemorensis, the legendary book said to
unlock the secrets of the universe. Then
Agetta overhears Dr. Blake’s prophecy - a
comet called Wormwood is headed
toward London... Pb $18.95 259pp
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LILLI THAL
MIMUS
Who is the fool and who is the
fooled? Prince Florin and his father, King
Philip, attend a banquet in the court of
their former enemy, expecting peace at
last for their war-torn kingdom. What
greets them is a devastating betrayal. The
king is humiliated and imprisoned, but
Florin’s fate is far stranger. Forced to live
in a stable, at the mercy of Mimus, the
wily court jester, Florin is close to
despair... until he uncovers clues to a
secret plot. There may be hope, but can he
entrust his life to the whim of a
manipulative fool? Tp $22.95 378pp

MARGARET WEIS
THE DRAGON’S SON
The Dragonvarld trilogy #2. Anarchy
threatens to disrupt the delicate order
that the Parliament has tried to protect.
Hope lies in the twin offspring of a high
priestess and a dragon, so long as the
twins live to maturity. Until then, their
identities must be held secret - even from
each other. It is up to the dragon emissary
who passes himself off as a man,
Draconas, to protect them both… before
the internecine struggle destroys the
Parliament of Dragons and brings an
oppressive reign of fire down upon all
mortal men. Pb $18.95 312pp

HARRY TURTLEDOVE
& NOREEN DOYLE (EDS)
THE FIRST HEROES: NEW
TALES OF THE BRONZE AGE
An original anthology of fantasy tales set
in the real age of heroes - the Bronze Age.
Tp $32.95 368pp

MICHELLE WELCH
CHASING FIRE
As a devastating plague takes its
deadly course, a quest as fragile as a
dream begins... Rindell Jorren, the 20year-old son of a governor of Dabion, is
unsuited to follow in his powerful
father’s footsteps. Aimless and timid,
Rindell wants only to delve into the
poetry and song of the romantic cavaliers
of yesteryear. But his father has other
plans. To shore up his alliances, he has
arranged a marriage for Rindell to a
heathen Azassian. Unknown to Rindell,
his future bride, Adina, is mad. She is
racked by nightmares, bound to the past
and sought by wanderers on the fringe of
reality... Pb $16.95 403pp

JAMES M WARD
MIDSHIPWIZARD
Halcyon Blithe is a young man of
good breeding and lineage, who also
happens to be endowed with qualities
and abilities of a sorcerer’s nature.
Aiming to seek his fortune and fulfil his
full potential in the magical world, Blithe
gladly
accepts
his
rank
as
Midshipwizard. In doing so, he becomes
a member of the crew who tend and sail
the awesome nautical juggernauts vessels which harness the bodies and
strength of living dragons with seafaring
technology. Hb $54.00 288pp
DAVID WEBER
THE SHADOW OF SAGANAMI
Saganami Island
#1.
The
Star
Kingdom
of
Manticore is once
again at war with the
Republic of Haven
after a stunning
sneak attack. The
graduating
class
from
Saganami
Island, the Royal
Manticoran Navy’s
academy, are going straight from the
classroom to the blazing reality of all-out
war. Except for the midshipmen assigned
to the heavy cruiser HMS Hexapuma,
that is. They’re being assigned to the
Talbott Cluster, an out of the way
backwater, far from the battle front. With
a captain who may have seen too much of
war and a station commander who isn’t
precisely noted for his brilliant and
insightful command style, it isn’t exactly
what the students of Honor Harrington
expected. But things aren’t as simple - or
tranquil - as they appear. Pb $18.95 951pp
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WALTER JON WILLIAMS
CONVENTIONS OF WAR
Dread Empire’s Fall #3. The universe
has fallen into bloody chaos, at the mercy
of the merciless insectoid Naxid, who
hunger for domination. But the far-flung
human descendants of Terra have finally
tasted liberty and their warrior heroes
will not submit. Separated by light-years,
Lord Gareth Martinez and the mysterious
guerrilla fighter Caroline Sula each
pursue a different road to victory in
tomorrow’s ultimate battle - for the new
order will be far more terrible than the
old... unless one last, desperate stratagem
can hold a shattered galaxy together. Pb
$18.95 677pp
MICHAEL Z WILLIAMSON
THE WEAPON
When Kenneth Chinran joins the
military and is recruited for an elite deep
cover unit, he is sent to infiltrate a fascist,
militaristic planet - Earth. He lives in
deep cover for years, then Earth forces
attack his home system and he and his
team attack and destroy the infrastructure
of the planet. Now, he’s on the run, while
the resources of a planet-wide police-state
track him down. He can see no way to
escape from the planet, no way to keep
hiding - and if he and his daughter are
caught, death is the very least that they
could expect... Hb $54.00 486pp
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RICK YANCEY
THE EXTRAORDINARY
ADVENTURES OF ALFRED
KROPP
Alfred Kropp is the last person you’d
think could save the world, but when this
oversized underachiever gets roped into
a suspicious get-rich-quick scheme; his
life takes a turn for the extraordinary.
Little does Alfred know he has been
tricked into stealing Excalibur - the
legendary sword of King Arthur - and the
most powerful weapon ever wielded by
man. With an ancient order of knights in
hot cars, thugs on motorcycles and a
mysterious international organisation
following his every lumbering step,
Alfred undertakes a modern-day quest to
unravel a thousand-year-old mystery and
return the sword to its rightful place. Tp
$22.95 339pp
TIMOTHY ZAHN
THE GREEN AND THE GRAY
For 75 years, the Greens and the
Grays have lived quietly among us in the
shadows of New York, alien refugees
from a war of attrition that utterly
destroyed the rest of their kind. Passing
as everyday citizens, yet with powers and
technologies unknown to humanity, each
group has long believed that they are all
that remain of their old world and their
terrible conflict. But now, to their mutual
surprise, they have found each other and
the old hatreds and fears have once again
risen to the surface. And each side is
preparing again for war. Pb $18.95 549pp
NIGHT TRAIN TO RIGEL
More than 200 years from now, the
Quadrail transportation system run by
the
enigmatic
Spiders
connects
civilisations throughout the galaxy. But
someone is threatening the entire system,
and the worlds it serves, with a military
force that could wreak interstellar havoc.
Worse yet, a more subtle and sinister
threat lurks - the Modhri, whose unique
coral is prized throughout the galaxy, but
which has properties that may create
addiction - or worse. Compton, a sharp
investigator, lost his job with Earth's
security forces when he exposed a corrupt
scheme that had roots in high places.
Enlisted by the Spiders to find out who's
trying to take over the Quadrail, he's got
his hands full, because he's got beings of
many races gunning for him to keep him
from discovering a far-flung conspiracy
that could destroy every civilisation in the
galaxy. Hb $54.00 349pp
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HORROR
KELLEY ARMSTRONG
HAUNTED
Eve Levine #1. Eve Levine - half-demon,
black witch and devoted mother - has
been dead for three years. She has a great
house, an interesting love life and can’t be
killed again - which comes in handy
when you’ve made as many enemies as
she has. Yes, the afterlife isn’t too bad —
all she needs to do is find a way to
communicate with her daughter,
Savannah and she’ll be happy. But fate or more exactly, the Fates - have other
plans. An evil spirit called the Nix has
escaped from hell. The Fates want Eve to
hunt her down before she does any more
damage, but the Nix is a dangerous
enemy - previous hunters have been
driven insane in the process. As if that’s
not problem enough, the only way to stop
her is with an angel’s sword. And Eve is
no angel... Pb $16.95 495pp
L A BANKS
THE FORBIDDEN
Vampire Huntress Legend #5. After the
destruction of all the topside master
vampires and the death and resurrection
of her council-level vampire lover,
Damali is called before the Council of the
Neterus to answer for her actions. It is
there that she discovers there are
consequences even she could not foresee.
She also learns that the consort of the UnNamed One, Lilith, has come up from the
seventh level to set the affairs of the Dark
Realms in order. However, Lilith has a
hidden agenda of her own and it involves
the unborn child Damali thought had been
taken from her. The news devastates
Damali, until a cold and deadly
determination leads her to map out a plan
for Lilith’s destruction... Tp $32.95 466pp
MEG CABOT
YOUNG BLOOD
Mediator #4. Suze should be spending the
summer vacation at the beach. Instead
she’s been forced to get a babysitting job
at a swanky resort. She’d expected to look
after some boring brat, so Suze is
surprised to find that her charge is
actually a budding mediator - with a
totally hot older brother. Not that Suze’s
head could be turned by some guy - she’s
pledged her heart to Jesse, the most
gorgeous ghost ever. Suze knows it’s
dangerous to dig up the past, but how can
she focus on babysitting when she could
be close to discovering who killed Jesse?
Pb $14.95 216pp
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ANTHONY IZZO
CRUEL WINTER
Jack Harding and his
friends feel sorry for
the new kid in town.
His name is Ronnie
Winter and he’s a bit
of a weirdo. So when
the local bullies try to
beat him up, Jack and
his friends step in to
protect Ronnie - and
that’s
their
first
mistake.
Because
Ronnie Winter is not like any other kid
they’ve ever known. He lives at the old
Steadman place, in the big creepy
mansion that used to be a mental
hospital. And his young, beautiful
mother has a strange way of making Jack
promise to be Ronnie’s friend... forever.
The town is plunged into a wave of brutal
snow storms - and plagued by a series of
gruesome murders. And as the death toll
mounts, Jack realises that Ronnie is
surrounded by something far more
powerful than a mother’s love - he’s
guarded by a force of unspeakable evil
that will torture and destroy everything
in its path... Pb $16.95 349pp
STEPHEN KING
WOLVES OF THE CALLA
The Dark Tower #5. In the fertile lands of
the East, the farming community has
been warned the wolves are coming back.
Four gunslingers, led by Roland of
Gilead, are also coming their way. Pb
$19.95 781pp
DEAN KOONTZ & ED GORMAN
CITY OF NIGHT
Dean Koontz’s Frankenstein #2. Now
someone new is playing god. The
legendary monster has survived the
centuries to become a haunted and heroic
figure dedicated to battling the truly
monstrous evil that has also survived the
years - the cruel genius who gave him life,
Dr Frankenstein. His name is Deucalion.
Having failed to kill his maker, scarred
and strange, he lives with monks in Tibet
until news reaches him of the next
generation of Dr Frankenstein’s monsters.
He travels to New Orleans where they are
wreaking havoc, and where a cool, tough
cop, Detective Carson O’Connor, doesn’t
know she is pursuing killers that are more
- and less - than human. Pb $14.95 474pp
MARGRETE LAMOND
(ILLUSTRATED BY DRAHOS ZAK)
FRANKENSTEIN
In this modern retelling of the Mary
Shelley classic, the author brings a fresh
voice and contemporary interpretation to
the Gothic tale of scientist Victor
Frankenstein.
The
illustrations
evocatively bring to life this timeless
story. Hb $35.00 173pp
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BRIAN LUMLEY
HARRY KEOGH:
NECROSCOPE AND OTHER WEIRD HEROES!
Harry Keogh, the original Necroscope,
confronts shape-shifting vampires and
evil psychic powers in three brand new
stories. Tp $32.95 319pp
MAGGIE MACKEEVER
WALTZ WITH A VAMPIRE
Emily Dinwiddie is recruiting the help of
a beautiful creature to help her solve the
mystery of her father’s murder - the
gentleman in question is a vampire. His
knowledge of London’s underworld will
help her navigate, and his seductive aura
isn’t something Emily minds either. Pb
$11.95 288pp
CHANDLER MCGREW
IN SHADOWS
In a small Maine valley, 13-year-old
Pierce Morin, born blind and deaf,
possesses a terrifying gift - he can hear
evil whispering – and knows an elusive,
deadly force is stalking the people he
loves... Detective Jake Crowley has run
far away from his Maine hometown. But
a bizarre shootout in Galveston, Texas,
finally draws him home: to a woman he
can barely face, to the unsolved mystery
of his mother’s murder, to a family curse
and a valley that’s fallen under the spell
of a serial killer.… For Jake, redemption
lies in unlocking Pierce’s gifts and hoping
the boy can show him the way to stop the
terrors that plague him. Pb $16.95 399pp
STEPHENIE MEYER
TWILIGHT
Isabella Swan’s move to Forks, a small,
perpetually rainy town in Washington,
could have been the most boring move
she ever made. But once she meets the
mysterious and alluring Edward Cullen,
Isabella’s life takes a thrilling and
terrifying turn. Up until now, Edward has
managed to keep his vampire identity a
secret in the small community he lives in,
but now nobody is safe, especially
Isabella, the person Edward holds most
dear. The lovers find themselves balance
precariously on the point of a knife —
between desire and danger. Hb $39.95
498pp
JOSEPH NASSISE
HERETIC
Templar #1. Cade Williams is no ordinary
man. His ability to cross over to the other
side makes him uniquely qualified to
command
the
Church’s
special
operations division. As a modern-day
Knight, Cade can use the curse that has
scarred his soul as a weapon against the
forces of darkness, but a new kind of
unholy war is brewing — and soon Cade
may be the last man standing... between
the living and the dead. Pb $16.95 295pp
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FRANK M ROBINSON
THE DONOR
Dennis Heller wakes up in a private
hospital after a minor car accident and
discovers that one of his kidneys has been
needlessy removed. Panicked, he flees to
a municipal hospital, only to learn that his
kidney isn’t the only organ he’s missing.
Before the next harvest, Heller escapes
into the night, two steps ahead of his
murderous pursuer. Bodies are piling up,
and the harvester seems to know his
every move... Pb $18.95 372pp
WM MARK SIMMONS
DEAD ON MY FEET
Christopher Csejthe #2. A year ago, Chris
Csejthe (pronounced “Say-thee”) was
completely human - then a blood
transfusion with the Lord of the Undead
changed everything. Now he is a hunted
man, sought by human and vampire alike
for the secrets he knows and the powers
that his mutated blood may bestow. So
far he’s dodged undead assassins,
werewolves, a 6,000-year-old Egyptian
necromancer and Vlad Dracula himself.
But now he’s really got problems. The
dead are turning up on his doorstep after
dark to ask for justice and the police want
to know where all those corpses are
coming from... Pb $18.95 579pp
SUSAN SQUIRES
THE HUNGER
The year is 1811 and vampire Beatrix
Lisse has spent 600 years trying to atone
for her sins.Yet she can’t forget the one
man she loved many centuries ago - until
she meets John Staunton, the Earl of
Langley. John is London’s most notorious
rogue, but he sees an innocence in Beatrix
that she no longer believed existed. But
Beatrix can’t bring herself to reveal her
true nature to John, even after they
surrender to their fierce passion. It’s only
after John abandons Beatrix that she
learns he has a secret of his own… An
undercover spy for England, John’s
mission is to find out who is behind the
sudden shift in power in the French
government. Pb $16.95 375pp
R L STINE
DARKEST DAWN
Fear Street Nights #3. The Night People are
safe at last. After all the ugly pranks and
vicious murders, things have finally
returned to normal. The friends who are
left are trying to forget and move on,
taking comfort by meeting up late-night
at their old hang out, Nights. It was the
ancient spirit of Angelica Fear that caused
all the trouble. And now she’s been
destroyed once and for all. Burned in a
fire. But if it’s true that the horror is dead,
what did Angelica mean when her voice
cried out from the flames?... “The Evil
Lives!” Pb $9.95 182pp
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COLIN THOMPSON
NEIGHBOURS
The Floods #1. Nerlin and Mordonna
Flood have seven children, most of whom
were not created in the traditional way
like you or me, but were made in the
cellar, using incredible mystical powers,
some very shiny Jamie Oliver saucepans
and a small chemistry set. The youngest
child, Betty, is a normal, pretty little girl but she’s a useless witch. Her attempts at
magic often go wrong, with unexpected,
yet welcome, results. The next-door
neighbours should’ve known better than
to rob a family of witches and wizards.
But they did and they’re about to find out
what the Floods do to bad neighbours. Pb
$14.95 159pp
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MICHAEL HAGUE
THE BOOK OF DRAGONS
For thousands of years, the legendary
dragon has inspired awe and wonder in
cultures the world over. Now one of
fantasy’s most beloved painters boldly
captures 17 classic dragon tales. Within
these pages are the stories of heroic
dragon slayers such as Perseus, St.
George and Sigurd, as well as the magical
writings of J R R Tolkien and C S Lewis.
Tp $18.95 146pp
DAVID RICHIE (ED)
THE ART OF FAERY
From the gothic
fantasies of Amy
Brown to Myrea
Pettit’s
gentle,
playful
creatures,
this collection of
superbly reproduced
paintings celebrates
the finest in fairy art.
Each illustrator has
chosen his or her favourite pieces and all
the artists reveal their inspiration,
preferred techniques and working
methods. Tp $34.95 112pp
THE HITCHHIKER’S GUIDE TO
THE GALAXY:
QUINTESSENTIAL PHASE
It’s the last ever
instalment with a
brand new full-cast
dramatisation
of
Mostly Harmless, the
final book in Douglas
Adams’s
famous
trilogy in five parts. Simon Jones returns
as Arthur, Geoffrey McGivern as Ford,
Mark
Wing-Davey
as
Zaphod
Beeblebrox, Susan Sheridan as Trillian,
Sandra Dickinson as Tricia McMillian
and Stephen Moore as Marvin. William
Franklyn is the Book, alongside a host of
famous guest stars. This extended edition
features 30 minutes of material not heard
on BBC Radio 4. CD $29.95 (2 discs)
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MEDIA
THE FORENSIC FILES OF
BATMAN:
THE WORLD’S GREATEST DETECTIVE
DOUG MOENCH
Although strong and relentless, Batman
has no super powers. Instead he relies on
Sherlock Holmes-like abilities of
deduction and detection. This title
features 24 entries from Batman’s Case
Files. Cases range from the puzzling to
the bizarre and feature such classic
Batman villains as The Joker, Catwoman,
Poison Ivy and Two-Face. Interspersed
among the Case File reports are sidebars
that explain the specific kinds of forensic
science that Batman uses to solve his
cases. Pb $18.95 Pb 384pp
THE MEDIEVAL HERO ON SCREEN:
REPRESENTATIONS FROM BEOWULF TO
BUFFY
MARTHA W DRIVER & SID RAY (EDS)
This collection of
essays
about
the
medieval hero on film,
contributed
by
scholars from a variety
of disciplines, draws
upon a wide range of
films and medieval
texts. The essays are
grouped into five
sections
an
exploration of historic authenticity, heroic
children and the lessons they convey to
young viewers, medieval female heroes,
the place of the hero's weapon in pop
culture and teaching the medieval movie
in the classroom. Each essay includes
notes, a filmography and a bibliography.
Tp $59.95 268pp
PLANET SIMPSON:
HOW A CARTOON MASTERPIECE
DOCUMENTED AN ERA AND DEFINED A
GENERATION
CHRIS TURNER
The author dissects the world’s favourite
TV show - its genesis, past, characters and
influence. He looks at how The Simpsons is
created and the unique two-way
relationship of inspiration and influence
it has with the real world. From Marge
and moral values to Lisa and the
environment,
from
Homer
and
consumerism to Citizen Burns and
corporate villainy - this is the first book to
be written that is as intelligent,
subversive, wide-ranging and funny as
the show itself. Pb $24.95 471pp
STARGATE ATLANTIS:
THE OFFICIAL COMPANION: SEASON 1
SHARON GOSLING
Here’s the official companion to the first
season, packed with behind the scenes
interviews, an episode guide and scores
of photos, including a 16pp colour
gallery. Tp $49.95 156pp
Ph 9267 7222 FAX 9261 3691
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MARJORIE BURNS
PERILOUS REALMS: CELTIC AND NORSE IN TOLKIEN’S MIDDLE-EARTH
Throughout his life, Tolkien was acutely aware of the power of myth in shaping
society; so much so, that one of his earliest ambitions as a writer was to create a
mythology for England. Middle-earth was to serve as a stand-in for Britain and
northwestern Europe and is based on a variety of influential literatures and
beliefs, particularly the Celtic and Norse. This book to focuses on the ways in
which Tolkien balances these two ancient cultures and unites them in a single
literature. Tp $49.95 225pp
BILL CHALKER
HAIR OF THE ALIEN: DNA AND OTHER FORENSIC EVIDENCE OF ALIEN
ABDUCTION
Sydney, Australia. July 23, 1992. 28-year-old Peter Khoury was awoken by what
appeared to be two females - both striking and unearthly - kneeling on his bed.
What transpired between them was a physical assault as bizarre and
disorienting as it was unnatural. Then, as quickly as they had arrived, they
vanished. Khoury had become one of a legion of alien abductees with
inexplicable experiences, but this particular incident stood apart from all the
others. This time, there was evidence - two strands of white-blonde hair from
one of the females. Khoury’s case would result in the very first forensic DNA
analysis of alien abduction. Tp $29.95 341pp
ROGER LUCKHURST
SCIENCE FICTION
Cultural History of Literature series. The author examines the genre from its origins
in the late 19th century to its latest manifestations and introduces and explicates
major works of science fiction literature by placing them in a series of contexts,
using the history of science and technology, political and economic history and
cultural theory to develop the means for understanding the unique qualities of
the genre. The author reads science fiction as a literature of modernity. His
analysis examines how the genre provides a constantly modulating record of
how human embodiment is transformed by scientific and technological change
and how the very sense of self is imaginatively recomposed in popular fictions
that range from utopian possibility to Gothic terror. He charts the overlapping,
yet distinct, histories of British and American science fiction, with commentary
on the central authors, magazines, movements and texts. Pb $64.95 305pp
PHILIP NEL
DR SEUSS: AMERICAN ICON
Published in time for the centenary of Seuss's birth, this title celebrates one of the
most influential authors and artists of the 20th century: Theodor Seuss Geisel, best
known as Dr Seuss. Dr Seuss's ascendance from children's author to American
icon confirms that his cultural significance rests not just with the beginning reader,
but with the scholar, the artist and the poet. Tp $29.95 301pp

RECOMMENDED READING

DERYNI RISING
KATHERINE KURTZ
Revised edition. Having been told that I must read the Deryni
series, I chose this revised, recently reprinted edition of the
very first book. By itself, the book is adequate, if a bit more
'young adult' than I expected. There are some obvious plot
difficulties that are more a reflection of the novel’s age, having
been written in 1970, than the writer’s ability. The thing that
gets you past this is that Kurtz creates great characters that
draw you into the story and make you keep reading. I can't
wait for the next book, Deryni Checkmate, which is being
reprinted in December. (Hb $49.95) - Mark

COMPETITION

To win a Quentaris poster signed by co-creator and author Paul Collins and an
interactive CD-Rom with maps of Quentaris, bibliography, writing tips, FAQs and
excerpts from upcoming stories, name a fantasy novel written by Paul Collins.
Mail, fax or email (competition@galaxybooks.com.au) your answer along with
your name and address. Entry closes 21 November 2005. Entry open to Galaxy
Cardholders only.

COMPETITION WINNERS

The winner of a Dr Who Dalek oven mitt and badge is Alice Carter.
Congratulations!
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REWARD DOLLARS
If you are a regular book buyer, ask for a Galaxy
Card so your purchases go towards earning you
Reward Dollars, which can be used to purchase any
items from us and are issued every 6 months as follows:
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$300
20
$400
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$500
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GIFT VOUCHERS
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Vouchers are available in
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no expiry date. Redeemable
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PARKING
Spend $50 or more at Abbey’s Bookshop,
Language Book Centre or Galaxy Bookshop,
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